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Abstract—SafetyADD is a tool for working with safety contracts for software components. Safety contracts tie safety related
properties, in the form of guarantees and assumptions, to a
component. A guarantee is a property the component promises to
hold, on the premise that the environment provides its associated
assumptions. When multiple software components are integrated
in a system, SafetyADD is used to verify that the guarantees and
assumptions match when there are safety-related dependencies
between the components.
The initial goal of SafetyADD is to investigate how safety
contracts can be managed and used efficiently within the software
design process. It is implemented as an Eclipse plugin. The tool
has two main functions. It gives designers of software components
a way to specify safety contracts, which are stored in an XML
format and shall be distributed together with the component. It
also gives developers who integrate multiple software components
in their systems a tool to verify that the safety contracts
are fulfilled. A graphical editor is used to connect guarantees
and assumptions for dependent components, and an algorithm
traverses all such connections to make sure they match.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The use of safety contracts has been proposed as a way
to build safety cases for systems composed of re-usable
software components [1], [7]. When safety standards such
as ISO 61508:2010 or ISO 26262:2011 are used, extensive
development processes have to be followed, and typically
scrutinized by an independent assessor in order to achieve a
certification. If software components from a supplier are used,
or components from existing products reused, they have to
be re-examined as part of the new system, even if they have
previously been certified as part of another product.
Safety-contract based design is a proposed methodology
that can eliminate the need to re-examine software components
for every product where they are used [6], [7]. With this
methodology, safety elements out of context (SEooC) components are certified and accompanied with a safety contract that
specifies under which circumstances the certification is valid.
The safety contract specifies which results the component
guarantees under which assumptions. If the component is used
within a system that can deliver the specified assumptions, with
a certain integrity level, the component is certified to produce
the stated guarantees, with a certain integrity level.
SafetyADD is a prototype tool which can be used to create
and handle safety contracts, and to verify that systems that integrate multiple components with safety contacts are designed
so that the contracts match. When integrated components
have safety-related dependencies, the relevant assumptions and

guarantees of the components’ safety contracts are connected.
For instance, if a component has an assumption that an
incoming signal must have a value that is not to high, this
assumption is connected to a corresponding guarantee on the
component that produces the signal. When the system design
is ready, an algorithm traverses guarantee-assumption pairs to
check that there are no unfulfilled assumptions or mismatches.
A mismatch occurs if the specified failure state or integrity
level for an assumption is not the same as the guarantee it
is connected to. Enabling the use of safety contracts in the
software design flow is a step towards safety contract based
design using pre-certified software components.
This research is conducted as part of the SafeCer project1 .
Other partners investigate means of defining component contracts using formal methods based on temporal logic, and
have developed the tool OCRA [3]. It can check the correctness of contract refinement. Other related tools: AGREE [4],
which uses assume-guarantee and compositional verification
with temporal logics on architectural models. GAGE [2], a
method and tool that maps safety case arguments against a
system architecture model, and can check which arguments
are satisfied in the model. This tool does not consider SEooC
components.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the concepts of software component and safety contract. Larger systems are constructed by integrating multiple
components; this is described in Section III. Some additional
details about the internal workings of SafetyADD can be found
in Section IV.
II.

S OFTWARE C OMPONENTS AND S AFETY C ONTRACTS

In the context of safety contracts, a software component
is a well-defined piece of software designed for reuse. Its
functionality, performance, dependencies and possible sideeffects are known, so that the safety-related properties can
be expressed as a safety contract. The safety contract consist
of a number of guarantees and assumptions, and a mapping
between guarantees and assumptions. That is, each guarantee
contains a list of assumptions that must be valid for the specific
guarantee to hold. Fig. 1 shows an example contract with
guarantees mapped to assumptions.
Each guarantee and assumption will have a failure state
and an associated safety integrity level (SIL). For instance,
guarantee 1 in the picture could describe a property of a signal,
1 See

http://www.safecer.eu
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Connecting guarantees and assumptions.

where the component guarantees that the signal does not enter
the failure state too late with SIL 2, provided that the
required input does not have the failure state too late and
does not have the failure state too early, both also with
SIL 2. SafetyADD provides a default list of failure states when
defining new assumptions or guarantees; these are: too low, too
high, too early, too late, omission, and commission. It is also
possible to add new failure states to adapt the tool if needed. It
is the subject of our ongoing research to develop an improved
scheme to express the failure states.
We call a software component with a safety contract a
primitive component. After assessment, a primitive component may become a pre-certified SEooC component. Primitive
components shall be treated as non-decomposable units in the
safety-contract based design process; this is necessary if the
validity of certification is to be maintained.
III.

C OMPOSITE C OMPONENTS AND V ERIFICATION

When constructing a software system out of software
components, the designer typically has to integrate a number
of existing components, and often also develop new ones.
SafetyADD handles the safety-contract related activities when
designing the system. This is done in the composite component
editor. For each software component in the design, a representation of the component’s contract is instantiated within
a composite component in the editor. Within the composite
component, assumptions should be connected to matching
guarantees for all safety-related dependencies between the
components. This is later verified by a contract matching
algorithm. A composite component is thus a collection of
(primitive of composite) components with connections between the assumptions and guarantees of those components’
safety contracts2 .
A. Composite Component Editor

myCompositeComponent. The same is true for guarantee
ports. The connectors between ports on internal components
and the composite component border are called delegation
connectors (we use the same terminology as the unified
modeling language).
The composite component editor makes it easy to rearrange
a design or replace a component. It it also possible to maintain
several variants of the design, saved as separate composite
components. In addition, it is easy to visually spot unconnected assumptions and get an overview of the safety-related
dependencies between components. SafetyADD currently only
supports primitive components within a composite component.
Future work is to also support nested composite components
for increased composability.
B. Safety-Contract Verification
There are two ways safety contracts are checked. The most
basic check matches the failure state and integrity level for
each connection within the composite component, and lists
unconnected assumptions and connections where failure state
or SIL do not match.
It is also possible to create test-cases for specific usecases. For instance, consider a situation where a composite
component has multiple guarantees and assumptions, but the
designer wants to use it in an environment that only fulfills
some of the assumptions, and only uses one of the guarantees.
In this case, it is necessary to check if the wanted guarantee
holds given the available assumptions. Such test cases uses
specific test components that can be connected to the ports on
the composite component. Fig. 2 has two such components:
test1 and test2. Test components are essentially dummies
with the single purpose of indicating for the test engine which
assumptions and guarantees to include for this specific usecase. When running the test, SafetyADD will treat the ports
on the composite component under test as follows:
• A guarantee connected to a test component means that
the test-case will check if this guarantee holds.
• An unconnected guarantee will not be included in the test.
• An assumption connected to a test component means that
the environment3 is expected to provide this property.
• An unconnected assumption is treated as an assumption
the environment will not fulfill.

Fig. 2 shows an example composite component in the
composite component editor. The large rectangle named myCompositeComponent shows the boundary of a composite
component. Within the composite component are representations of the containing components’ contracts, where round
ports represent assumptions and square ports represent guarantees. Within the composite component, assumptions are
connected to guarantees on other components, for instance the
connection between comp1 and comp2 in Fig. 2. Assumptions that are not provided within the composite component
can be exported through ports on the composite component border, such as the connection between comp1 and

When validating a design with test components, the verification algorithm will start at each guarantee connected to a
test component, and work its way through the connections.
In Fig. 2, test1 is connected to the guarantee port on
comp2 via a delegation connector. The algorithm will check
the safety contract of comp2 to determine which assumptions
are needed to fulfill this particular guarantee, and then proceed
to check whether those assumptions are connected to a valid
guarantee. This will continue recursively until all paths have
terminated. Unless all paths terminate either internally in a
primitive component, or externally in an assumption connected
to a test component, there will be a verification error. Part of
the algorithm is expressed in pseudo-code below.

2 SafetyADD largely follows the SafeCer component model which also uses
the terms primitive and composite component [5].

3 The environment, in this case, would be other software or hardware the
component is designed to interact with.

Fig. 2.

A composite component with test stubs.

Pseudocode - path traversal algorithm
G = set of <test component guarantees>;
foreach g in G {
test_guarantee(g);
}
test_guarantee(g) {
A = set of <assumptions required by> g;
foreach a in A {
g_next = <guarantee connected to> a;
assert(g_next != NULL);
if(!is_test_component(g_next)) {
assert(contract_match(a,g_next));
test_guarantee(g_next);
}
}
}

IV.

The creation of safety contracts are made using a form
where details about the component can be specified; most
importantly the assumptions and guarantees. The safety contracts are stored in an XML format with object-oriented
inspired design. The format is under development and will
evolve. Currently there are classes for primitive components,
composite components, assumptions, guarantees, and test components. Composite components contain instances of primitive
components, delegation and regular connections. Primitive
components contain contracts, which in turn contain instances
of guarantees and assumptions (these are shown as ports on
the primitive component in the component editor). Assumption
and guarantee classes contain the properties used in contract
verification. The safety contracts are not directly tied to the
component code, and are therefore language agnostic when it
comes to the component implementation.
http://eclipse.org

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

This paper presented SafetyADD, a tool used to create
and handle safety contracts for software components, and validate designs of multiple integrated software components with
such safety contracts. We are currently working on refining
the contract specification and matching mechanisms. Possible
improvements are to support nested composite components,
SIL decomposition, OR-ing of assumptions, an improved way
to express failure states, and mechanisms to handle configurable components. Another future improvement is to add the
possibility to digitally sign contracts and tie them to a verified
implementation; this functionality can be part of making precertification of software components with safety contracts a
reality.

S AFETYADD: U NDER THE H OOD

SafetyADD is developed as a plugin to the Eclipse4 integrated development environment (IDE). This has several
important benefits. It makes it possible to take advantage
of existing Eclipse frameworks such as Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF), Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF)
and Epsilon to create a graphical interface with a look-and-feel
software developers are familiar with. It also makes it possible
to create a single integrated environment for developing the
software components themselves, and working with safety
contracts. System requirements are Eclipse Luna (4.4) and Java
SE 7 or later on any Eclipse supported platform.

4 See
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